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• The ever increasing biological knowledge
needs automated integration
• Ontologies provide a good scaffold for such
integration:
– High expressivity for detailed knowledge
– Extensional knowledge can be inferred from a 
maintained core (the intensional knowledge)



































• Biomedical ontologies contain only the 
intensional knowledge the scaffold
• The extensional knowledge can be inferred from
this scaffold by computational reasoning
• The rules that say which inferences can be made 
are mostly provided by the semantics of the 
relations in the ontology
We automated inferences starting from










































































• Metarel was created to allow relational
inferencing in ontologies
• It is a meta-ontology for relations that exists in 
OBOF and RDF, compatible with RO
• Relational closures like reflexivity, transitivity, 
compositions, etc., can be created by using
SPARUL, the update language for RDF
• An application in the RDF store BioGateway on
the Gene Ontology (GO) and the GO Annotations
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1. Biomedical ontologies and Metarel are translated to RDF
2. Integration and relational inferencing happens during the 
loading into the Virtuoso triple store with SPARUL





































Two hierarchies for relations:
1. Is related to:  Classes in this
hierarchy can be written with
a verb in the third person
singular, like ‘is a’, ‘is part of’, 
‘is located in’,  …
2. Relation type:  Classes in this
hierarchy are meta-classes. 
Classes in hierarchy 1 are 



































The ease of OBOF in RDF
OBOF provides an all-some semantics for relations 


















































































A SPARUL closure query
With this query, any pattern of composite
relations is automatically retrieved from
BioMetarel and updated over GO Annotations.
BASE   <http://www.semantic-systems-biology.org/>
PREFIX ssb:<http://www.semantic-systems-biology.org/SSB#>
























































































We want to get all the proteins that are located


























































































































































































































































OBO ontologies need inverse relations where









































































• Millions of new relations were inferred:
GO: from 0.57 m triples to 1.2 m triples
GOA (human): from 3.3 m to 4.0 m triples
GOA (all): about 200 million triples
• SPARQL queries on the closure graphs give all 
the expected results in a short time




































Which proteins, in which organisms
• have function ion channel activity
• are located in the lysosome
• participate in ion transport                ??
9 proteins are found for direct annotations
11 proteins are found in closure graphs: 




































Simple queries get a simple syntax





























?sublocation4 ssb:is_a    ssb:GO_0005634.
}























The same* query with
only transitive closures in 










































































• RDF-based ontologies benefit from pre-
inferenced relational closures for performant
SPARQL querying
• SPARUL can infer millions of RDF triples with a 
small set of closure queries
• Metarel can be used to initiate such closures
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Thanks for your attention!
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